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 GLOBAL BEAUTY SENSATION MAKE UP FOR EVER  

LAUNCHES EXCLUSIVELY AT DAVID JONES 

 
David Jones today announced the launch of internationally renowned French beauty brand, MAKE UP 

FOR EVER. In a department store exclusive, the professional makeup label and its extensive range of 

customisable eye and face palettes will be available at David Jones. 

 

MAKE UP FOR EVER was founded in 1984 by French makeup artist, Dany Sanz. Born in Paris from a 

desire for professional standard cosmetics previously unavailable in the entertainment industry, MAKE 

UP FOR EVER became the brand of choice for film and television makeup artists around the world.  

By popular demand, MAKE UP FOR EVER’s high-tech formulas and innovative products were made 

available to the public in the early 1990’s, transitioning from sole professional usage into stores. In joining 

luxury French group LVMH in 1999, MAKE UP FOR EVER became a global sensation and is now 

available in over 50 countries worldwide.  

MAKE UP FOR EVER will sit alongside David Jones’ strong stable of international beauty brands 

including Chanel, Dior, M.A.C, Clinique, Tom Ford, Estee Lauder and Bobbi Brown. 

David Jones General Manager of Beauty, Sophie Kalofonos said, “We are thrilled to welcome MAKE UP 

FOR EVER to our collection of exclusive and innovative beauty labels at David Jones. MAKE UP FOR 

EVER is known around the world for its emphasis on innovation and professional standard products in a 

huge range of shades. We’re delighted for our customers to be able to experience this fantastic brand 

instore and online as part of David Jones’ premium department store offering and we look forward to 

hearing their feedback.” 

MAKE UP FOR EVER’s ranges including crowd favourites Ultra HD foundation, Aqua XL waterproof eye 

pencils and Artist Lip and Eye products, will be available in David Jones Bourke Street on June 10, Bondi 

Junction on June 22 and David Jones Online now with additional locations to be announced. 
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